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Late-Night Traffic Signal Control
Strategies for Arterial SYstems

JouN Z. Lutt eNn KnNNETH G. Counecr

The late-night, low-volume arterial roadway presents a specific
signal contrãl problem. The control decision involves a trade-off
bðtween the mbtorists on the artery and those on the cross street'

The motorists on the artery are irritated by frequent stops if
signals are not coordinated, whereas those on the cross street are

añnoyed by long waiting time if signais are. coordinateci. The

choicê between õoordinaiion and free operation is often subjec-
tive, especially when semiactuated signals are involved. A method
is descåbed fõr facilitating the choice between coordination and

free operation on arterial roadways controlled by semiactuated

signaË when traffic is light during off-peak hours. The decision
isïade on the basis of a disutility function that is a combination
of the number of stops on the artery and the avetage cross-street
waiting time. A casê study was performed to demonstrate the

appücãtion of this methodology under the closed-loop signal sys-

tétir itt ttt" city of Gainesville, Florida. The results indicated that
this method provides a promising tool for arterial control with
semiactuated signals during late-night hours.

Coordinating the timing of adjacent signals to promote pro-
gressive traffic movement has been recognized as one of the

most effective means for reducing vehicular stops, delay, fuel

consumption, and exhaust emissions. Early efforts on the sub-

ject of signal control almost always indicated the need to
interconnect signals into a single system and to work toward
maximizing progressive movement during peak periods'

However, free (i.e., uncoordinated) operation may be pref-

erable when traffic is light, such as during late night hours

(1). The reason is evident. Coordination to reduce arterial

stops is often accomplished at the expense of longer waiting

timè of the cross-street traffic. When the arterial traffic decreases

during off-peak periods, the benefits of fewer stops gained

on the artery may not offset the losses of longer delays on

cross-street traffic. This phenomenon has been observed by

Riddle andHazzard (2). From a series of simulation and field

tests, they concluded that coordination is superior to free

operation under all conditions where volumes exceeded 350

vehicles per hour (vPh).
This finding suggests that it is preferable for signals in prox-

imity to be coordinated during peak periods' During off-peak

periods.when-traffic is light, however, free operation may be

more efficient from the standpoint of system performance'

The choice between coordination and free operation is often

subjective, because the literature offers little quantitative sup-

port for the decision. Therefore, a method was developed to

promote a more effective choice on low-volume arterial signal

operations.
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Ideally, the decision should be made on the basis of which

operation offers better performance. The decision is easier to

make when only pretimed signals are involved, because an

ample choice of models is available to evaluate their perfor-

mance. When semiactuated signals are involved, however,

the decision is difficult, because the literature offers few models

dealing exclusively with them. Semiactuated signals are

emphasized because they are the dominant choice in modern

arterial signal systems.
A common approach for semiactuated signal evaluation is

to use coarsely estimated averages for cycle lengths and green

times in a model for pretimed signals. The use of pretimed

models to evaluate semiactuated signals should produce rea-

sonable approximations where traffic volumes are moderate

to high. In this case, each actuated phase appears in almost

every cycle, and the semiactuated signal functionally acts like
a pretimed signal except that the phase lengths may vary from

cycle to cycle. Heavier traffic demand produces longer times

and lighter demand produces shorter times. The use of aver-

age phase times to reflect average demands is therefore valid

under these conditions.
When traffic is light, however, this method is no longer ap-

plicable. In low-volume situations, both phase skipping caused

by lack of traffic demand and dwelling on the nonactuated

phase waiting for cross-street demand occur frequently' Phase

skipping and dwelling make it difficult to determine the aver-

age cycle length and green times. Also, the models for pre-

timed phases are not valid for actuated phases because phase

skipping and dwelling are not considered.
Semiactuated signal evaluation may be performed in the

field, or by either analytical models or simulation. A number

of methods are available for making the field evaluation (3,4)'

But field evaluation, which is costly and time consuming,

cannot be applied to nonexistent situations, such as a pro-
jected signal control Plan.

If available, analytical models can easily determine the actual

characteristics of the evaluation. However, the dynamic char-

acteristics of semiactuated signal operation do not lend them-

selves well to analytical treatment. A limited number of models

have been developed for semiactuated signals (5-9). How-

ever, these models either have limited applications or rely on

information that is difficult to obtain; or are restricted to

moderate to high volumes. Luh (10) provided a new entry to

estimate stop probabilities and average delays for semiac-

tuated signals under low-volume conditions. But his method

is still complicated to apply when signals have more than three

phases or have special control capabilities, such as permissive

periods.
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In contrast, simulation provides a convenient tool for semi-
actuated signal evaluation. The dynamic characteristics of
semiactuated signal operation can be easier simulated than
analyzed. Simulation also makes it possible to study alter-
native control strategies of a system in compressed time.
Moreover, simulation is generally better at comparing alter-
native control strategies than at optimization (11). For these
reasons, a simulation technique is used for identifying which
operation (coordinated or free) offers better performance.

ASSUMPTIONS

Arrival and Departure Times

As in many delay models, vehicles are regarded as identical
in size and performance. They are assumed to arrive and
depart the intersection at a constant speed, and delay is regarded
as time spent at the stop line. In other words, stopped delays
are of concern, and deceleration and acceleration are not
considered. Yellow and lost times are not considered.

Vehicle Arrivals

Moreover, vehicles of the actuated phases are assumed to
have Poisson arrivals (12,13), which means that the proba-
bility of n arrivals in a time interval has a poisson distribution
(13). (It is unnecessary to assume poisson arrivals for the
nonactuated phase because the nonactuated phase is not con_
trolled by vehicle detections.)

Steady State

It is assumed that the system has operated for a sufficiently
long time with the same average traffic volume and vehicle
departure rate to have settled into a steady state (14).

Signal Operations

Consider a typical semiactuated signal with the following char_
acteristics (1):

1. Detectors are located only on actuated-phase approaches.
2. Detectors are placed near the stop line (presence detec_

tors).
3. The nonactuated phase receives at least the minimum

green interval each cycle.
4. The actuated phases receive green on actuation, pro_

vided that the nonactuated phase has completed its minimum
green interval.

5. A signal under coordinated control has a background
cycle length, but a signal under free operation does not.

- 6. The following are preset: the background cycle length
for coordinated control, the minimum green time for the non_
actuated phase, and initial green intervals for actuated phases.

Actuated phases are assumed to terminate their green times
after the initial green intervals elapse, because the probability
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of requiring green extensions after the completion of the initial
green interval is usually small under low volumes. The prob-
ability of an actuated phase's having arrivals more than the
departure capacity of the initial green interval such that green
extensions are required can be estimated as follows:

capactty 
Llne_uProbability : 1 - n=o nl

where 
,¿ = (red time + green time) * volume/

3,600,
capacity : (green time)/(saturation headway),

and
saturation headway : 2 sec.

It can be easily verified that in most cases the probabilities
are small when volumes are less than 300 vph per lane (vphpl).

Traflic Progression

Signal performance at individual intersections is influenced
by the quality of traffic progression from their neighbors.
When the signal progression is favorable to the subject traffic
movement, performance will be considerably better than those
for random arrivals. Conversely, when signal progression is
unfavorable, performance can be considerably worse than
those for random arrivals (3). When signals are under free
operation, no progression is considered. When signals are
under coordinated control, the nonactuated phase (which con-
trols the arterial traffic) is considered under the influence of
progression, but actuated phases (which control the cross-
street traffic) are not.

METHODOLOGY

The methodology for choosing between coordination and free
operation on arterial roadways controlled by semiactuated
signals when traffic is light during off-peak hours is based on
system performance in terms of disutility. To decide which
operation is more efficient for given traffic conditions, the
system performance measures both for coordinated and free
operation are computed and compared.

Disutility

The common measures of effectiveness for evaluating traffic
control system performance are stops, delay, fuel consump-
tion, and other road user cost estimators that may be used in
a cost-benefit analysis. However, the problem facing the
motorist at night is not excessive accumulated delay. The total
number of vehicle-hours of delay that accumulate under late-
night, low-volume conditions is hardly worth computing when
compared to the peak periods. The decision between the coor-
dinated and isolated modes might have to be made on the
basis of differences of a few vehicle-minutes of delay.

On the other hand, there is a substantial perceived disutility
associated with late-night, low-volume operations. It is impor-
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tant to minimize this disutility to retain the confidence of the

motoring public and to reduce signal violations by irate motor-

ists. So, ihe first step is to define late-night motorist disutility'
The arterial traffic experiences little disutility in a coordi-

nated system under low volumes provided that the signals are

spaced to provide reasonable progression. As the volumes

dicrease, more green time is assigned to the artery because

less is required by the cross streets. In this process, individual

waiting times on the cross streets may approach a full cycle

because of the need to begin the cross-street green at a specific

time to promote arterial progression. The combination of

longer crõss-street waiting times, combined with the perceived

absãnce of arterial traffic, is the main source of disutility on

the cross streets.
Isolated semiactuated operation eliminates this problem,

because the right-of-way is assigned to the cross street imme-

diately on the arrival of the cross-street vehicle provided that

the minimum arterial green interval has elapsed. Under these

conditions, the cross-street disutility is low. On the other hand,

the lack of coordination under these conditions may require

the arterial traffic to stop at several intersections on the route'

It is not difficult to argue that the arterial motorist has little

tolerance for frequent stops that are apparently not necessary'

Therefore, there exists a numerical trade-off between the

interests of the motorists on the artery and those on the cross

street. The arterial disutility is measured by the number of

intersections at which a vehicle may be stopped because of

lack of progression. The cross-street disutility is expressed in

terms oi the length of time for which a vehicle must wait for

the right-of-waY.
It ii reasonable to assume that the degree of disutility is

not linear with respect to each of these measures' A combi-

nation of two successive stops is more than twice as annoying

as a single stop. Similarly, doubling the cross-street waiting

time more than doubles the frustration felt by the cross-street

motorist.
The assumption proposed, more or less arbitrarily, is that

the disutility increases parabolically with each of the mea-

sures. For example, two stops on the same route produce four

times the irritation of one stop; three stops produces nine

times as much, etc. The same holds true for cross-street wait-

ing times. The parabolic relationship is incorporated into the

stridy techniqué through the use of root-mean-square (RMS)

values for the disutility measures.

System Performance Function

On the basis of the previously stated reasons, the performance

function is defined as a combination of arterial stops and cross-

street waiting times, as follows:

N

PI : P,+ K> P, + j2 * (1. - P")W
j:o

where

: system performance index,
: arterial proportion of total volume,
: probability ofl stops on the artery,
: average cross-street waiting time, and
: stop penalty that equates one stop to K sec.

' 
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The performance function has two weighting factors. The

stop penalty (K) represents the waiting time equivalent to one

stop. A default value of 20 sec per stop is used. The arterial

and cross-street proportions of total volume (P, and 1 - P')
account for the weights of traffic flow rates. A lower perfor-

mance index indicates reduced motorist operation costs, and

thus is more desirable.

Simulation

As stated previously, simulation is used for the purpose of
semiactuated signal evaluation. It would naturally be pref-

erable to ,tt" an existing simulation program. NETSIM (15)

could be a reasonable choice for this purpose, because it is

the most widely used simulation program in the traffic engi-

neering community. Although NETSIM has established some

^-^ÀiÈ.ilitr¡ in cimrrìatino freffic confrol svstem ooeratiOns. it
v¡vs¡v¡¡¡!J

does not provide the measures of effectiveness that are appro-

priate for late-night, low-volume operation. In order to pro-

vide these measures, a simple simulation model had to be

developed specifically for this study'

The simulation is conducted intersection by intersection'

In the simulation process, an arrival table that consists of a

sequence of vehicle arrival times for each actuated phase with

exponentially distributed interarrival times is first generated'

These arrival times represent the times of vehicle arrivals at

the stop line.
The mechanics of the semiactuated signal operation are

incorporated as a deterministic submodel into the program to

determine the start times of each actuated phase' Coordi-

nation and free operation are simulated separately using the

same arrival table.
For example, for coordinated operation the program first

determines whether the first actuated phase has any arrivals

up to the yield point. If it does, the actuated phase is given

green time right after the yield point, and the program checks

if the second actuated phase registers any arrivals up to the

end of the green time of the first actuated phase.

On the other hand, if the first actuated phase does not have

any arrivals up to the yield point, it is skipped and the program

determines whether or not the second actuated phase has any

arrivals up to the yield point. If the second actuated phase

also has no arrivals, the next actuated phase is checked' After
all the actuated phases have been checked, one cycle is com-

pleted, and the program starts the next cycle.

System Performance ComPutations

The system performance index considers both the cross-street

waiting timei and the arterial multiple-stop probabilities' Their

computations are as follows:

l-. Cross-Street Waiting Times. The cross-street waiting time

for each actuated phase is the time between the arrival of the

first vehicle on the red phase and the beginning of the green

phase. The waiting time experienced by the following vehicles

(it any) of the actuated phase is neglected because it contrib-

utes iittle to the perceived disutility for cross-street traffic'

(2)

PI
P"
Pj
w
K
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tll : RMS value of the cross-street waiting times,
d,r : cross-street waiting time for phase i in Cycle /c,
M : total number of cycles simulated, and
O : total number of actuated phases.

lT is then entered into Equation 2 to compute the performance
index. The cross-street delay computations are the same both
for isolated and coordinated operations.

2. Arterial Multiple-Srop Probabilities for Isolated Oper-
ation. For isolated operation, the arterial multiple-stop prob-
abilities are computed as follows:

Step 1: Determine the stop probability for the arterial traffic
at each intersection as

ls,:4ia!s' i:1,...,N' R;+Gj

where
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The average RMS waiting time is calculated as follows:

Ps, : stop probability for the arterial traffic at Intersection
i,

R, : average red time (sec) at Intersection i,
G, : average green time (sec) at Intersection i,

Gs, : V,R,/(s - v,) : average saturation green time
(sec) at Intersection i,

s : saturation flow rate (veh/sec),
y¡ : flow rate (veh/sec) at Intersection i, and
N : number of intersections.

(o/

the prob-

(7)
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abilities depend on the time-space relationship. Because an
average time-space diagram can be constructed using given
offsets and average red and green times from simulati,on, the
probability of I stops on the artery (pr) is then determined by
vehicular trajectories through the time-space diagram at â
time interval of 1 percent of the background cycle length.

DELVACS Program

As shown in Figure 1, this methodology has been imple_
mented as a computer program called ,.Delay Estimatiorrfor
Low-Volume Arterial Control Systems,' þefVaCS¡ to
facilitate the choice between coordination and free operation.
The program is intended to provide a tool for arterial control
with semiactuated signals during late-night hours. The pro_
gram has been designed to be compatible with the input òod_
ing scheme of the Arterial Analysis package (AAp) 1iO¡. fnis
compatibility serves the dual purpose of expanding the scope
of the AAP and simplifying the data entry process.

CASE STUDY

A case study was performed to demonstrate the application
of this methodology. Because the decision between coordi_
nation and free operation is a traffic-responsive problem, a

l

-..-i

(s)

The average red and green times required in Equations 4
and 5 are from the simulation. Because the arterial traffic is
controlled by a nonactuated phase that does not depend on
traffic demand, the average red and green times are deter-
mined by simply taking the averages of all the red and green
times of individual cycles.

Step 2: Calculate the average stop probability (ps) for the
arterial traffic along the route.

) Pr,
Ps : ¡=r

N

Step 3: Use the binomial distribution to compute
ability ofj stops on the artery.

P¡: c(N,j)Pe(l - ts¡<¡/-i) j:0,...,N
where P, = the probability ofl stops on the artery and

c(N,i) : N!(N - j)y! (8)

3. Arterial Multiple-Stop Probabilities for Coordinated
Operation. For coordinated operation, the arterial stop prob-

,
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\

DELVACS Computational
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FIGURE I Block diagram of the DELVACS program.
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traffic-responsive signal control system was chosen for this
purpose.

The study was performed in Gainesville, Florida, using a

newly installed closed-loop system. A PC-compatible micro-
computer monitors a total of 1-7 on-street master controllers
by telephone dial-up communication. Each master controller
supervises its own system of local controllers. Most of the
systems control a single artery. The system changes the timing
plans in the time-of-day and day-of-week (TOD/DOW) modes
according to a preset schedule. The timing plans were devel-
oped off-line, using TRANSYT-7F when the system was

installed. Signals in most subsystems are coordinated during
late-night hours.

The arterial system on West University Avenue from 15th

Street to 22nd Street was selected for this demonstration. The
system contains five signalized intersections, all controlled by

semiactuated signals. The artery layout and signal phasing

sequences are shown in Figure 2. For convenience, ihe sigriais

are numbered 1 to 5 from east to west. Among the five inter-
sections, Intersections L, 4, and 5 are T-type. The signals at
these three intersections are single ring with three phases, and

others are dual-ring operation. The arterial through move-
ments are controlled by a nonactuated phase, whereas others,
including arterial left turns and cross-street traffic, are con-
trolled by actuated phases. For convenience, the term "cross-
street traffic" will here include all of the actuated phase move-
ments, including the arterial left turns.

To perform the before-and-after study, a separate program
called "signalized Intersection Monitor" (SIMON) was devel-

DIST

SPEED
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oped. SIMON was designed to collect local intersection data
from the central site personal computer through the on-street
master. The status of each detector (active or inactive) and

the status of the phase (green, yellow, or red) are recorded
second by second. The flow rates and cross-street traffic wait-
ing times can then be derived from this information. Because

on-street masters and the central personal computer are con-

nected by telephone lines, only one local controller can be

dialed from the central computer at one time. In other words,
the five intersections have to be monitored individually.

SIMON was run for three nights, started from staggered

times at 10, 10:30, and 11 p.m., both under coordinated and

free operations. The five intersections were monitored for 30

min each, sequentially, for a total of 8 hr per night. Permissive

left turns and right turns on red were removed from the re-
corded arrivals, because DELVACS does not deal with them.

The moving-vehicle method was also used to determine the
-,-L---:^t 4---- -^¿^^ L^^^---^ ¿L^-^ .-,^-^ l^+^^+^-^:-al Lçllal lluw lalçt uçç4usç Lllçlç wçrç r¡u syù!çrrr usrLLLUr ò rrr

this subsystem. In each direction, 20 test runs were made over
the route under study. The eastbound arterial flow rate was

computed from the following equation (4):

v":
where

3,600 (M- + O. - P")

T"+T*

% = eastbound volume per hour,
M- : opposing traffic count of vehicles met when the test

car was traveling east,

(e)
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FIGURE 2 Artery layout and phase sequences of the case study.
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O" : number of vehicles overtaking the test car while trav-
eling east,

P" : number of vehicles passed by the test car while trav-
eling east,

Z" = travel time when traveling east (sec), and
I. : travel time when traveling west (sec).

For westbound arterial flow rate, the same model applies with
all subscripts reversed.

The arterial flow rates from Equation 9 and the average
flow rate for each cross-street movement from SIMON are
then entered into DELVACS to determine which operation
is more efficient. DELVACS uses the same input data struc-
ture as the AAP.

The output from DELVACS is shown in Figure 3. In this
figure, the multiple-stop probability includes the probabilities
of zeto stops, one stop, two stops, etc., of the arterial traffic
both under free and coordinated controls. Under free oper-
ation, 85 percent of the arterial traffic experiences no stop,
and 14 percent experiences one stop. In contrast, more than
90 percent of arterial traffic experiences no stop under coor-
dinated control. Following the stop probabilities is the RMS
value of the number of stops, which indicates the central

LOIí VOLUME PTRFORI'IANCE COMPARISON
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tendency of the stop probability distribution. The RMS value
of stops under free operation is slightly higher than that for
stops under coordinated control.

The waiting time distribution shows the frequency of the
maximum waiting times for cross-street traffic in each range.
The length of the range is taken as one stop penalty. Under
free operation, all of the cross-street traffic experiences a
delay less than 20 sec. In contrast, the cross-street waiting
times scatter widely from 0 to 80 sec under coordinated con-
trol. The RMS value of the waiting times under free opera-
tion, as expected, is much less than that under coordinated
control.

The performance indices under the two control alternatives
indicate that coordination has a lower disutility, and thus is
more desirable. This result is attributable to the significant
difference between the arterial and cross-street flow rates. As
shown in Figure 3, the average arterial volume is 258 vph,
whereas that for cross-street traffic is only 5 vph. In other
words, although the arterial traffic is low compared to that
in daytime periods, it is still much heavier than the cross-
street traffic. Therefore, under coordinated control, the ben-
efits of fewer stops gained on the artery can offset the losses
of longer waiting times on cross-street traffic. However, it
would be reasonable to expect that free operation could be
desirable if the arterial traffic is lighter and the cross-street
traffic is heavier.

In order to validate that coordination is actually more effi-
cient in the field, multiple stops of the arterial traffic and
cross-street waiting times were also collected in the field.
Multiple stops were sampled by driving a car on the artery
back and forth 60 times, both under coordinated and free
operations. Cross-street waiting times were obtained from the
data collected from SIMON. The waiting time was calculated
as the beginning of the green time minus the arrival time of
the first vehicle. The observed arterial multiple stops and
cross-street waiting times are shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, less than 43 percent of arterial traffic experi-
ences no stop under free operation, in contrast to more than
70 percent under coordinated control. The RMS values of
arterial stops in the two directions are more than 1.00 under
free operation, whereas they are less than 0.54 under coor-
dinated control. The RMS value of the cross-street waiting
times is 16 sec under free operation, but 43 sec under coor-
dinated control. On the basis of this information, coordinated
operation shows a smalle¡ performance index.

An inspection both of Figures 3 and 4 suggests that the
results in the two figures follow the same pattern. The arterial
traffic experiences more stops under free operation and the
cross-street traffic suffers longer waiting times under coor-
dinated control. But the significant difference in the two fig-
ures regarding the multiple stops deserves a further investi-
gation. Under free operation, for example, DELVACS predicts
that 85 percent of the arterial traffic experiences no stops,
but the survey shows that only 43 percent in westbound and
37 percent in eastbound experience no stops. The difference
could be attributable to pedestrian movements. DELVACS
does not consider cross-street pedestrians, but there were
some pedestrians at the intersection of 17th Street because of
the nearby restaurants and night clubs. Pedestrian activity
causes an increase in the effective cross-street volume as well
as the cross-street minimum greên time.
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FIGURE 3 Disutilities from DELVACS in the case study.


